**East Broward • 1765 NE 26th Street, Fort Lauderdale**

5/01  9:00AM  3CE If You Can't List, You Can't Last!—$  
5/02  9:30AM  3CE Commercial Property Management—$  
5/02  1:30PM  iMapp for Matrix Users - Tax Roll System  
5/03  10:00AM  Profiles to Pages: Navigating Facebook for Business  
5/08  8:00AM  NAR Designation: 8CE Accredited Buyer Representative (ABR)—$  
5/14  10:00AM  Cyber Security in Real Estate  
5/15  9:30AM  Ensuring A Successful Closing by Mastering the As-Is Contract  
5/15  1:30PM  3CE Comprehensive Riders: An "App" for Almost Every Sales Situation  
5/16  9:00AM  TransactionDesk/AuthentiSign Training  
5/20  11:00AM  Remine Training: Using Data for Social Media • 1:00PM 3CE Ethics and Business Practices—$  
5/22  2:00PM  2CE Master Your Market with Metrics—$  
5/23  10:00AM  Broker Townhall: Legal Updates with Juana Watkins  
5/24  9:30AM  Get Social with Social Media  
5/28  9:30AM  Matrix Part I • 1:30PM Matrix Part II  
5/29  12:30PM  2CE Foundations of Form Simplicity • 3:00PM 2CE Optimizing Workflow in Form Simplicity  
5/30  9:30AM  Matrix CMA  

**West Broward • 5850 Hiatus Rd #A, Tamarac**

5/02  10:00AM  South Florida MLS App for Matrix Users & Other RE Apps  
5/02  1:30PM  Immotel #1 International Search Engine - For Matrix Users Only  
5/08  10:00AM  Profiles to Pages: Navigating Facebook for Business • 2:00PM Mastering the AS-IS Contract  
5/09  9:30AM  Matrix CMA  
5/10  10:00AM  Mastering the AS-IS Contract  
5/14  1:30PM  3CE Commercial Contract Class—$  
5/15  10:00AM  Cyber Security in Real Estate • 2:00PM 3CE Ethics and Business Practices—$  
5/16  2:00PM  Matrix Part I  
5/21  9:30AM  2CE Keep It Legal & Keep Your Commissions  
5/21  1:00PM  4CE Survival Guide for the Florida RE Professional Part 1  
5/22  1:00PM  4CE Survival Guide for RE Professional Part 2  
5/23  1:00PM  Matrix Part II  
5/29  1:00PM  4CE Survival Guide for FL RE Part 4 Investor Techniques  

**Boca Raton • 3200 North Military Trail #102**

5/01  10:00AM  Flexmls Part I • 1:00PM Flexmls Part II  
5/02  1:00PM  Profiles to Pages: Navigating Facebook for Business  
5/03  9:00AM  3CE Best Practices and Staying Out of FREC Jail—$  
5/07  9:30AM  Cyber Security in Real Estate  
5/08  10:00AM  Become a Social Media Expert  
5/09  8:00AM  NAR Designation GRI Module 202 - Technology & Investments—$  
5/13  10:00AM  Flexmls Part I • 1:00PM Flexmls Part II  
5/14  10:00AM  Matrix Part I • Matrix Part II  
5/16  10:00AM  Transaction Desk Training  
5/20  10:00AM  CMA for Flexmls • 1:00PM iMapp for Flexmls  
5/22  1:30PM  3CE How to Avoid Buying, Selling and Financing Deadly Properties—$  
5/23  2:00PM  Building Your Brand & Sphere with Instagram  
5/28  10:00AM  Flexmls Part I • 1:00PM Flexmls Part II  
5/29  10:00AM  Global Business Growth with Investment Visas  
5/30  2:00PM  3CE Ethics & Business Practices—$
West Palm Beach • One Harvard Cir #102, 2nd Floor

5/01  8:00AM   NAR Designation GRI Module 301: It's More Than Just Sales—$
5/06  10:00AM  Flexmls Part I • 1:00PM Flexmls Part II
5/07  1:00PM   Profiles to Pages: Navigating Facebook for Business
5/08  2:00PM   Become a Social Media Expert
5/10  10:00AM  Get Social with Social Media
5/14  10:00AM  4CE Jumpstart Your Real Estate Career—$
5/15  10:00AM  FLEXMLS Mobile
5/21  1:00PM   Maximizing LinkedIn for Maximum Results in your Business
5/21  3:00PM   Remine Training: Using Data for Social Media Marketing
5/22  8:00AM   NAR Designation GRI Module 302: Thinking Outside the Box—$
5/24  10:00AM  Comparative Market Analysis (CMA) for Flexmls • 1:00PM iMapp for Flexmls
5/29  9:00AM   3CE If You Can’t List, You Can’t Last! -$
5/29  1:00PM   Cyber Security in Real Estate
5/30  10:00AM  3CE Ethics and Business Practices—$

Palm Beach Gardens • 2801 PGA Blvd #220 (Velocity Building)

5/02  10:00AM  Flexmls Part I • 1:00PM Flexmls Part II
5/03  10:00AM  Ethics and Business Practices—$
5/07  1:30PM   TransactionDesk/AuthentiSign Training
5/08  10:00AM  Cyber Security in Real Estate • 2:00PM Maximizing LinkedIn for Maximum Results
5/09  10:00AM  Become a Social Media Expert
5/10  10:00AM  FLEXMLS Mobile
5/14  8:00AM   NAR Designation: GRI Module 103: Maximize Your Profitability—$
5/16  10:00AM  Flexmls Part I • 1:00PM Flexmls Part II
5/20  3:00PM   Remine Training: Using Data for Social Media Marketing
5/21  9:00AM   8CE Cert. Luxury Home Marketing Specialist Designation—$
5/23  10:00AM  Building Your Brand & Sphere with Instagram
5/23  2:00PM   Broker Townhall: Legal Updates with Juana Watkins
5/24  10:00AM  Profiles to Pages: Navigating Facebook for Business
5/30  10:00AM  Flexmls Part I • 1:00PM Flexmls Part II

Treasure Coast • 582 NW University Blvd #300, Port St. Lucie

5/01  12:30PM  Cyber Security in Real Estate
5/06  10:00AM  Flexmls Part I • 1:00PM Flexmls Part II
5/07  8:00AM   NAR Designation: GRI Module 102: Starting Your Business—$
5/09  2:00PM   Become a Social Media Expert
5/10  10:00AM  Profiles to Pages: Navigating Facebook for Business
5/14  10:00AM  CMA for Flexmls • 1:00PM iMapp for Flexmls
5/21  1:30PM   3CE Commercial Leasing Class—$
5/22  9:00AM   4CE FAR/BAR Contract for Residential Sale and Purchase—$
5/22  1:30PM   2CE Keep it Legal and Keep Your Commissions
5/23  2:00PM   Global Mini Day: International Opportunities in the Treasure Coast
5/24  10:00AM  Broker Townhall: Legal Updates with Juana Watkins
5/29  10:00AM  Maximizing LinkedIn for Maximum Results in your Business
5/29  1:00PM   3CE Ethics & Business Practices—$
5/30  2:00PM   Industry Updates for the Treasure Coast